
Season’s Greetings! 
January 2012 

 
As many of you already know, 2011 was not a good year for me. In fact, it was the worst of my life.  
The horrendous illness and passing of my beloved Frank, my other half and husband of nearly 49 years 
was a terrible ordeal.  Only the love and comfort of my family, Professor Ojima’s generous 
understanding, and the caring and support from friends, especially those in the Ojima Group family, 
both current and alumni, made it possible for me to survive. Your cards and letters, calls, and emails 
deserve individual acknowledgement, as do all the holiday greetings you have sent.  Unfortunately, 
struggling to accomplish everything that once was done by two people has made time my scarcest 
commodity.  Please know that you are all very dear to me, and I hope some day to have the luxury of 
letting you all know that, either in person or with personal notes.  For now, these “greetings”, belated 
though they are, will have to suffice. 
 
I know that 2011 was difficult for many of you, as well, and you have my sympathy. I hope that 
opening the door on 2012 will bring happier times for us all.  And for those of you for whom 2011 was 
a good year, it is my wish that the new year will be even better.  Please continue to share your good 
news: engagements, weddings, babies, promotions, new jobs, etc. with the rest of us.  We all love to 
hear happy news, and Professor Ojima has arranged for it to be even easier to keep other members 
informed of our activities and to stay informed about theirs.  If you have not already done so, I strongly 
urge you to go to the recently redesigned web pages for him and the Ojima Group at: 

http://www.chem.stonybrook.edu/faculty/ojima.shtml 
http://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/ojima_group/ 

In addition to clicking on the links above, you can also send your news, announcements, and photos 
directly to the webmasters for inclusion on the sites using this email address:    ojima.sbu@gmail.com 
It is our wish and expectation that this will make it easier for you to share experiences with fellow 
Ojima Group members and keep the website fresher and more immediate. 
 
2011 has been an eventful year for the Ojima Group in various ways.  Typically, Professor Ojima 
travelled extensively, often accompanied by Yoko, as those of you who were fortunate enough to be 
able to join him for “reunions” already know. However, most of his travel occurred after the end of the 
spring semester, not only due to his teaching schedule, but because of some health issues that required 
minor surgery for him in January and a total hip replacement for Yoko in April.  Happily, both 
procedures went well, and Yoko made a marvelous recovery and was back to full activity in record 
time!  Professor Ojima did make a brief lecture trip to Johns Hopkins in March, but his real travel 
began in June, with a lecture and collaboration visit to Colorado State.  Then he went to Taiwan, Japan 
and China in July and August.  He finished off the summer with a trip to Switzerland and France in the 
beginning of September.  In addition to his usual lecture/consulting trip to Japan in October and 
November, Professor Ojima flew directly from Tokyo to Muenster, Germany, where he presented at 
the IRTG Symposium. He and Yoko ended the year with their usual “working vacation” in Hawaii. 
 
Meanwhile, there were a number of other arrivals and departures in the lab.  Among those to whom we 
bade farewell in January were, Dr. Olivier Olivier Marrec and Lucy Li, who earned her M.S. degree in 
December 2010, and soon thereafter, Dr. Henry Li, who went home to rejoin his family. Dr. Santosh 



Yennurajalingam also finished her year as postdoc in Dr. Honda’s lab, and Dr. Larisa Kuznetsova 
opted not to return after her leave of absence.  However, two new undergraduate students arrived for 
the spring semester, Kirolos Abdel and Zhao Yang (Marie), a Chinese exchange student.  Dr. Suqing 
Zheng became Dr. Honda’s new postdoc.  
 
Traditionally, May is a busy month in the Ojima Laboratory, and last year was no exception.  Along 
with the celebration and hooding of four new Ojima Ph.D.s, Dr. Joseph Kaloko (who earned his degree 
in October 2010, but returned to SBU for the ceremony), Dr. Kunal Kumar, Dr. Gary Teng, and Dr. 
Yuan Li, we celebrated the graduation of our three BS/MS degree recipients, Wen Chen, Winnie Situ, 
and Melvin Parasram.  Unfortunately, that meant more farewells, as most of them left for new jobs or 
other challenges.  The two exceptions were Gary, who stayed on for a while to take care of some 
unfinished business before returning to Taiwan to fulfill his military service obligation, and Kunal, 
who is remaining as a Postdoctoral Fellow to complete several important projects. 
 
Happily, the empty spaces in the labs and offices were soon filled by two new Postdocs, Eduard Melief 
and Annushree Kamath, and they were joined by Jacob Vineberg, who had done a rotation in the lab in 
fall 2010 as a CBTP student and was then accepted into the lab as a first-year graduate student. At the 
end of June they were joined by three very talented high school students, Sarah Chapin, Rocco Morra, 
and Garima Yadav. All of the newcomers were suitably feted at the Annual Ojima Barbecue, photos of 
which you can view at our recently updated website. 
 
Sadly, Gary had to leave in mid-July and the high school students had to finish working in the lab by 
mid-August, but their desks and benches (if not their places in our hearts) were soon filled by a large 
group of undergraduate students: Dharam Gohil, Philip Son, Adele Whaley, Huimin (June) Wu, and 
David Yacoub.  Hiroki Moriwaki also completed his training program in the lab in September and was 
able to return to his home and family in Japan, but his departure coincided with the arrival of another 
Visiting Scientist from Hamari Chemical Co., Takahashi Motohiro. 
 
As every Ojima Group member knows, the highlight of the fall season is the Annual Thanksgiving Eve 
Gala at the Ojima home.  This year we were blessed not only by Yoko’s marvelous food, but also by 
the milder than usual weather that has prevailed for most of the late fall and early winter, as if to atone 
for last winter’s record (and back-) breaking snows! It was a congenial and hopeful climax for the 
year!  
 

My wish for 2012 is twofold: 
 
For mankind to recognize and respect the fragile balance of nature and to stop 
the squandering and destruction of our children’s future world. 
 
For all of us to demonstrate true brotherhood with love, understanding and 
respect for all people, and for charity to triumph over greed and cruelty! 
 
Love and Peace, 
Pat 


